
A Trip to Granada
 This past weekend ICS took a two-day trip to Granada and we all had a 

fabulous time. We started our journey to Granada early on Friday morning and 

it took us approximately three hours to get there by bus. Once we started 

getting close to Granada we could see the beautiful mountains around us. It 

was crazy seeing snow on the Sierra Nevada Mountains because it was a good 

60 degrees Fahrenheit that day. Our first stop was the Alhambra, the main 

stop in Granada. We were expecting it to be a super rainy weekend but during 

our visit to the Alhambra we ended up with very nice weather.  

  



The Alhambra has very extensive gardens and it was so cool how our 

guide told us about how they used to be vegetable gardens and made us guess 

which vegetables they used at the time. She also explained that the gardens 

that are present now are much more Italian in style than they are actually 

Arabic even though the Alhambra was originally an Arabic Palace. The views of 

the city were stunning, and I can understand why the last sultan did not want 

to leave Granada. It’s so beautiful and intricate and while I recognized some 

similarities to our Alcazar here in Sevilla, this palace was much larger and had 

even more delicate architecture.  

  



After the Alhambra, we went to our hostel and had the rest of the day to 

explore. Unfortunately, it started to rain at this point, but some friends and I 

decided to go chase down some delicious food. We ended up trying out the 

famous ice cream at Los Italianos which Michelle Obama and her daughters 

went to when they came to Granada and it was delicious. We also tried out a 

local dessert pastry called Piononos de Santa Fe which seemed to be a mixture 

of a cinnamon roll and crème brule. For dinner, we found this cute local 

restaurant that had a great deal for 10 tapas and a pitcher of sangria for only 

10 euros and we split that deal between two for an inexpensive yet delicious 

dinner. 

!  



Saturday morning the school had some more activities planned for us. 

First, we went to the Carthusian Monastery of Granada. These monks were 

vowed to silence and I think that must have been difficult to keep. Our tour 

guide told us that whenever they needed to decide anything they had two 

different color beans and one meant yes and one meant no and they would cast 

whichever color bean they believed was the right answer. Inside the monastery, 

there is also an amazing church where even the common people of Granada 

could come and worship. After the monastery, we all headed off to the Albaycin 

neighborhood which was a super cute old are of the city. It was filled with 

beautiful little shops and cafes.  

  



After a nice walk through the Albaycin neighborhood, we saw the Royal 

Chapel where King Ferdinand and Queen Isabel are buried. I have heard so 

much about these two rulers my entire semester in Spain and it was so cool to 

see the place where they now rest, and it also inspired me to learn more about 

them. We had some more free time after this visit and so some of us headed off 

to the Alcaiceria Market which is reminiscent of Moroccan Bazaars. The Arabic 

influence in this area inspired us to grab some delicious falafel for lunch before 

heading back to the bus to make our journey home to Sevilla.  

 


